Fever generally occurs because of infections. It can also be seen due to malignancies, in particular, lymphomas. But it mostly occurs due to infections. The most common infections in the modern world are viral infections of the upper and lower respiratory tracts and gastrointestinal infections. In addition to this, bacterial infections of the urinary and upper respiratory tracts are among the most common fever etiologies in the modern world. Most of the time, viral infections heal without any treatment. All other bacterial infections are mostly treatable and are mostly not life-threatening in patients without any chronic diseases such as cancer, diabetes mellitus, chronic kidney disease, and acquired immune deficiencies.

Malaria is one of the major causes of fever in Sub-Saharan Africa. Plasmodium species are the causative agents of malaria. Plasmodium gametocytes are transmitted to human blood by mosquitoes. Malaria is mostly treatable. *Plasmodium falciparum*, which is the dominant-type parasite in Darfur, can cause cerebral malaria. Hence, it should be treated without any delay. It may result in rapid progression. Microscopes for diagnosing malaria are not available throughout Africa. There are rapid diagnostic tests in such places. However, clinicians must diagnose malaria with a microscope, if available. Besides, clinicians must administer treatment to patients clinically suspected of malaria in the areas where only rapid diagnostic tests can be performed or where no tests are available.

Hepatomegaly and/or splenomegaly accompany fever sometimes in Sub-Saharan tropical Africa. Leishmaniasis, brucellosis, and schistosomiasis should also be kept in mind in the differential diagnosis in such situations. These agents can also result in other findings such as cytopenia. *Schistosoma mansoni* can induce chronic liver disease, and *Schistosoma haematobium* can induce bladder cancer.

There are also some other endemic viral diseases such as yellow fever, dengue fever, and Ebola virus disease in tropical Africa. The causative agent of yellow fever is also a virus, and the virus is transmitted to humans by mosquitoes. Clinical findings of yellow fever can include liver problems, kidney problems, fever, and abdominal pain. Dengue fever is also transmitted by mosquitoes. Dengue fever can present with fever, headache, muscle and joint pain, and bleeding. Ebola virus disease is transmitted by physical contact with contaminated objects or patients. It can present with liver and kidney function problems, bleeding, headache, and muscle and joint pain. Among these endemic viral diseases, there is a commercial live vaccine available for yellow fever disease.

The causative agents of fever also differ among the areas in Africa. Even within same states, *Plasmodium falciparum* may be more common in one part of the state, while *Plasmodium malariae* may be more common in other parts. Not all causative agents of fever are distributed throughout Africa. For instance, Ebola virus disease is more common in Central Africa.

In conclusion, Sub-Saharan Tropical Africa is a poor region. Preventive actions such as vaccination and using mosquito...
nets may be more cost-effective in Sub-Saharan Tropical Africa. The use of rapid diagnostic tests or microscopes could not be found in this region. The treatment of suspected common endemic diseases should be started in case there is no diagnostic tool.
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